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Zinc is a trace element that is necessary for a healthy immune system. A lack of  
zinc can make a person more susceptible to disease and illness.
It is responsible for a number of functions in the human body, and it helps
stimulate the activity of at least 100 different enzymes. Only a small intake of
zinc is necessary to reap the benefits. Zinc is vital for a healthy immune system,  
correctly synthesizing DNA, promoting healthy growth during childhood, and
healing wounds. According to the European Journal of Immunology, the human  
body needs zinc to activate T lymphocytes (T cells). According to a study
published in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, “zinc-deficient persons
experience increased susceptibility to a variety of pathogens.” Research conducted  
at the University of Toronto and published in the journal Neuron suggested that
zinc has a crucial role in regulating how neurons communicate with one another,  
affecting how memories are formed and how we learn.

Zinc plays a role in maintaining skin integrity and structure. Patients experiencing  
chronic wounds or ulcers often have deficient zinc metabolism and lower serum
zinc levels. Zinc is often used in skin creams for treating diaper rash or other skin  
irritations.

A Swedish study that analysed zinc in wound healing concluded, “topical zinc may  
stimulate leg ulcer healing by enhancing re-epithelialization, decreasing
inflammation and bacterial growth. When zinc is applied on wounds, it not 
only corrects a local zinc deficit but also acts pharmacologically.”

A study from researchers at Oregon State University have found that improving
zinc status through diet and supplementation may reduce the risk of inflammatory  
diseases. It has been known for decades that zinc has a significant role in immune  
function. Deficiency has been linked to increased inflammation in chronic disease  
and triggering new inflammatory processes.

Several studies and trials have linked poor zinc status with low sperm quality.
For example, one study in the Netherlands found that subjects had a higher 
sperm  count after zinc sulfate and folic acid supplementation. In another study,
researchers concluded that poor zinc intake may be a risk factor for low quality 
of sperm and male infertility.

Zinc may also be effective for the treatment of acne, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, osteoporosis, preventing and treatment of pneumonia.
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Although zinc has many different functions in the body, the characteristics of immunity 
malfunction  as we age are similar to those of zinc deficiency, implying that diminishing
zinc could be a major factor in the age-associated decline of immune function. Zinc is 
essential for DNA synthesis and cell  proliferation, and for this reason, highly proliferating
cells, like immune cells, are dependent on an adequate supply of zinc. Growth or function 
of different types of immune cells, like macrophages,  neutrophils, natural killer cells, T
cells, and B cells is impaired by zinc deficiency.3

In addition to its role in the immune system, zinc also reduces oxidative stress, plays a 
structural  role by stabilizing proteins, regulates the expression of many genes, and
drives hundreds of chemical reactions in the body. Zinc also is required for 
neurotransmitter release in the brain and  insulin packaging and secretion.4

Maintaining your zinc status could be a key to living a long, healthier life by optimizing the 
function of your immune system. Zinc, coupled with eating a nutrient-dense, plant-rich
(Nutritarian) diet, slows the aging process and lowers your risk for pneumonia and other  
life-threatening infections.5

For nearly a century, zinc has been known as an essential nutrient for both plants and 
animals.  Zinc deficiency causes marked reduction in the activation of many immune system 
enzymes and  transcription factor of T helper cells. Reports suggest that zinc deficiency
increases oxidative stress markers and generates inflammatory cytokines.2

A Cochrane review of 18 studies found zinc lozenges (at least 75mg/day)
administered within 24 hours of the onset of symptoms reduced the duration  
of cold symptoms in healthy people. Zinc lozenges were found to shorten
the duration of common cold episodes by up to 40 percent in a study  
published in the Open Respiratory Medicine Journal.1

In addition, a Cochrane review concluded that taking “zinc (lozenges or  
syrup) is beneficial in reducing the duration and severity of the common
cold in healthy people, when taken within 24 hours of onset of symptoms.”
1

Cold Remediation

Zinc complexes are a proven key ingredient in 
immunity boosting products like lozenges, drink mixes, 

cough syrups, dissolvable tablets, and supplements.
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EVMS CRITICAL CARE COVID-19 MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL
recommends 75-100 mg/day of zinc (acetate, gluconate or picolinate;  
do not use for more than 2 months).

The American Academy of Stem Cell Physicians COVID-19 Treatment  
recommends 8 mg/day Zinc (IV QD).

Mild Flu Virus
A laboratory study in 2010 showed that zinc inhibited the activity and replication of  
another coronavirus, SARS-CoV which caused an outbreak in 2002.

The American Academy of Stem Cell Physicians COVID-19 Treatment recommends 40  
mg/day Zinc (8 mg/day IV QD, if hospitalized)

Clinical trial studying efficacy of quintuple therapy (Hydroxychloroquine, Azithromycin,  
Vitamin C, Vitamin D, and Zinc) in the treatment of patients with COVID-19 infection.

Clinical trial studying efficacy of Hydroxychloroquine, Vitamin C, Vitamin D, and Zinc)  
in the treatment of patients with COVID-19 infection.

The recent EVMS CRITICAL CARE COVID-19 MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL
recommends 75-100 mg/day of zinc (acetate, gluconate or picolinate; do not use for  
more than 2 months) and current clinical trials studying the use of Hydroxychloroquine  
Plus Vitamins-Zinc to prevent COVID-19 for healthcare professionals are underway.

In addition, clinical trials are examining the impact of ascorbic acid (vitamin c) and zinc  
gluconate in reducing duration of symptoms in patients diagnosed with coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19).

Zinc-deficient persons may experience increased 
susceptibility to a variety of pathogens.
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Coronavirus and Zinc
Coronaviruses are a large group of related viruses that cause many common  human 
and animal infections. In humans, coronaviruses typically cause mild respiratory 
infections. Responsible for an estimated 10–30% of all upper respiratory  tract 
infections, coronaviruses are among the most frequent causes of the common  cold.
Over the last decade, new coronaviruses that cause potentially lethal respiratory 
diseases have emerged. These include severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) 
and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) coronaviruses.  Zinc is currently 
under investigation as a treatment for Covid-19.

Once viruses that cause respiratory infections infect too many cells, they replicate  out of 
control and strategies like zinc lozenges will not be effective. Treatment must  be initiated
as soon as symptoms manifest. Although this regimen has not been studied specifically in
the context of COVID-19, there is little reason not to implement this strategy along with 
contacting a qualified healthcare provider as  soon as possible after onset of upper
respiratory tract infection symptoms.

Zinc inhibits viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase (replicase). Chloroquine and 
hydroxychloroquine are potent Zn ionophores that increase intracellular Zn concentrations.

The trial will be led by Dr. Joseph Ischia from Austin Health, along with  
Dr. Oneel Patel from the Department of Surgery at the University of
Melbourne, who has a long history of investigating the protective effects  
of intravenous zinc against organ damage induced by lack of oxygen.

Dr. Patel said studies have shown that zinc is very effective at slowing  
the rate that similar viruses such as SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory  
Syndrome) and common cold (a type of coronavirus) replicate in the
body. “Our published studies have also shown that high doses of zinc
can protect vital organs such as the heart, kidneys and liver against the  
damage caused by a lack of oxygen,” Dr. Patel said. - Zinc can be toxic;  
monitoring required.

Over the last decade, new coronaviruses that cause  
potentially lethal respiratory diseases have emerged.
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A Study of Hydroxychloroquine, Vitamin C,  Vitamin 
D, and Zinc for the Prevention of COVID-19 Infection. 

Current COVID-19 
Clinical Studies Featuring ZincZINC 
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A Study of Quintuple Therapy to Treat  
COVID-19 Infection.

Anti-inflammatory/Antioxidant Oral Nutrition  
Supplementation in COVID-19.

Coronavirus 2019 - Using Ascorbic Acid  
and Zinc Supplementation.

Proflaxis Using Hydroxychloroquine Plus  
Vitamins-Zinc During COVID-19 Pandemia

Proflaxis Using Hydroxychloroquine Plus  
Vitamins-Zinc During COVID-19 Pandemia
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In animal nutrition after iron, zinc is the most plentiful essential trace mineral in your  
dog’s body. It’s a powerful antioxidant and aids in various metabolic processes in the
body. Zinc works by itself and with other nutrients, such as copper, B-complex vitamins,  
vitamin A, calcium, and phosphorous, to support the body and aid in different essential  
bodily functions. Common symptoms of zinc deficiency can include: chronic digestive
issues, dermatitis, under or over functioning immune systems, malfunctioning thyroid  
gland, major organ failure seizures.

Zinc citrate, Zinc picolinate, and Zinc gluconate are highly absorbable and easily used  
by your dog’s body.

Chelated zinc is slightly less absorbable than zinc picolinate and zinc gluconate, but it  
generally doesn’t cause as much stomach upset as some other forms of zinc.

www.rawpetsthrive.com 
www.rawpetdigest.com
www.facebook.com/rawpetdigest

In oral health, Zinc is a multifunctional ingredient. In toothpaste and mouthwash,  
the primary role of zinc is to help freshen breath by reducing the impact of
odorous compounds produced in our mouth by bacteria.

Some bacteria in our mouth produce volatile sulfur compounds (VSCs), which  
can leave us with ‘bad breath’. Zinc is able to react with these VSCs to reduce
the odorous components to provide breath freshening. In many publications, the  
role of Zn in detail plaque and oral tissues has been described as an important
factor in reducing dental bacterial plaque that accumulate on the teeth and  
tongue, especially anaerobic bacteria.6

Zinc salts have antibacterial actions due to their ability to inhibit bacterial
adhesion, metabolic activity, and growth. Zinc acts predominately on enamel  
surfaces and demonstrates zinc’s potential in preventing tooth mineral loss.7

Oral Health

Zinc is able to react with volatile sulfur
compounds to reduce odorous components.
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Zinc acetate is an astringent that shrinks tissues and has a drying effect. The combination  
of benzyl alcohol and zinc acetate topical (for the skin) is used to treat itching, skin rash, 
oozing, or other irritation caused by insect bites or by coming into contact with poison ivy,  
poison oak, or poison sumac. 8

Zinc is an essential mineral that helps the body inside and out. It can even  
help maintain the health of your largest organ: your skin. Due to its
anti-inflammatory effects, zinc is especially beneficial for inflammatory acne  
and related scarring. In addition to its anti-inflammatory properties, topical  
zinc may help clear acne-causing bacteria from the skin and reduce oil 
production.

Zinc and Acne
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Zinc also has anti-inflammatory properties. This may help relieve some of 
the  redness and irritation associated with moderate-to-severe acne. It 
may even  help reduce the appearance of acne scars.

melasma rosacea eczema seborrheic dermatitis

Zinc is an essential mineral that  
helps the body inside and out.
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Zinc and Other Common Skin Conditions:

Zinc has been used for other inflammatory skin conditions, including:



Zinc Picolinate
Zinc is essential for growth, immune function, testosterone metabolism, and  
numerous other functions in the body.* Zinc is involved in more than 200
enzymatic reactions and plays a key role in genetic expression, cell division, 
and growth.* 

Clinical studies demonstrate zinc supplementation can increase general wellness, 
and that it has a beneficial impact on connective tissue, as well as reproductive 
and eye health.* However, not all zinc supplements are absorbed efficiently by 
the body.

Picolinic acid is a natural mineral chelator produced from the amino acid
tryptophan in the liver and kidneys, and then transported to the pancreas.  
During digestion, the picolinic acid is secreted from the pancreas into the small 
intestine, where it binds to minerals, such as zinc, to facilitate the  mineral's
absorption.9

Zinc Picolinate features better absorbability than many other zinc
supplements.* Supplementation can be important for many persons,  
including athletes who lose zinc in sweat during intense exercise.10

The zinc-binding ligand isolated from human milk is pyridine-2-carboxylic acid,  
commonly known as picolinic acid.

Dr. Gary W. Evans at the USDA Human Nutrition Laboratory in Grand Forks,  N.D., 
has investigated Picolinic acid and found that Picolinic acid is produced from the 
amino acid tryptophan in the liver and kidneys, and is transported to the 
pancreas. During digestion. Picolinic acid is secreted from the pancreas
into the intestine

Mineral uptake by tissues is far greater when the mineral is a Picolinate, rather  
than the other forms.

Dr. Evans found that adding five milligrams of Zinc Picolinate to the diet
alleviated acrodermatitis enteropathica symptoms, whereas 60 milligrams per day 
of zinc sulfate did not.

The research has also shown that the preferred way to increase zinc
absorption is not to add picolinic acid to the diet, but to take zinc picolinate  
supplements. 11

Zinc Picolinate features better absorbability  
than many other zinc complexes.ZINC 
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What’s a Picolinate?
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The zinc complex information presented in this brochure is for your
educational purposes. Each of these specific uses can contain a zinc complex
in a variety of finished product forms. Global regulations for the marketing of 
these finished products vary greatly  among different countries and regions.
The manufacturer/distributor of the finished marketed product is responsible 
to ensure that the particular function of the zinc complex as well as all claims
are appropriate and approved in the region/country of sale.
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Disclosure

Please contact Vertellus to find out how we can best serve your  
needs in supplying you the zinc complexes you require.
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Vertellus Healthcare 
Vertellus serves the Healthcare market. We 
offer a variety of solutions focused on end 
applications within: 

• Pharmaceuticals 
• Medical Devices 
• Nutraceuticals

Contact ask@vertellus.com to learn more. 


